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INTRODUCTION

Declining test scores have been publicized throughout
the nation for the past several years as a major educa-
tional issue. Because of the kinds of statements made,
the conclusions drawn by educators and public alike, Op
San Mateo Educational Resources Center requested that.a.
review of-the literature and a bibliography be prepared
that indicated what the literature actually did say. As
a result of this review, a "monograph" was prepared by
David E. Rawnsley, Educational Consultant, that presents
a "state-of-the art" of the entire issue. A comprehensive
bibliography has been included to present as wide a view
of the literature as It was possible to obtain.

This monograph doesnot necessarily reflect.the opinions .-
or attitudes of the Saa Mateo County.Office of Edutation.
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Administrative Director
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=
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DECLINING TEST SCORES

by-

David E. Rawns ey

Most educators at the school/school district level are well aware of
the "declining test 'core" phenomena. Given the attention it has drawn
in the media, and Its appf,!arance in school board meetings, election
campaigns, and practically any other discussion of public education; the
issue has been rather difficult to ignore on the_other hand, the _

Apparent decline in standardized test scores cif students oVer the last
decade is an issue which is extremely difficuleto-get a_"handle" on,
and it is even more difficult, if possible at all, to-arrive at'any-
well-founded conclusions as to its meaning to those directly responsib
for running schools. These difficulties are compounded by,the rather
inaccessible and fragmentary nature of the literature on the subject.

The purpose of this monograph is to provide San Mateo Educational
Resources Center (SMERC) clientele with a review of-at least a.- portion
of current literature on the subject. It is not the-author's purpose
to offer any new conclusions about the phenomena itself, or'to point
any new fingers of blame (or conversely, to make any new defenses)
relative to test score trends. There seem to be an adequate number of
folk around who ari ra6re than willing to perform those tasks. I will
not resist the temptation, however,, to make some comments about the
literature itself.

For those not familiar with the chain of events relative to this topic,
a brief review may be helpful. (More extensive reviews are included
in many of the sources cited later in this monograph.)

In the fifties and early sixties there was a 9teady increa e in the
test scores attained on standardized tests by those students taking
alem, particularly on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (the SAT), a college
admissions test produced by the College Eqtrance Examination Beard (CEEB).

Beginning around the mid-sixties, scores on many testa began to decline,
and have continued to de so, with declines tending to be more p onounced
in the early 1970's.

Two or three years ago, the decline in test sco es began,to draw con7
siderable_public-and-professional.attention,,Anumber_of conferences_
were held with the support of various foundations_and the National-
Institute of Education,.and frequent articles began to appear inlsoth
the popular media and in professional publicationa., Media attention'
tended to concentrate on scores attainedon the SAT, primarily_Aueto
CEEB's admirable policy of making SAT resultareadily'available to the
public and the profession.



Some six months ago, CEEB established a "blue ribbon" committee to
examine the test score decline phenomena, and (perhaps) to shed some
light on its probable causes. No report has been issued by this panel,
although one may be issued in the near future.

There are some-indiCations that the decline, which at least from-the
available data appears to have been nationwide-(although more severe in
some regions than ih others) and.general (that is, common to a'number
of tests) may be "bottoming out." Por example:

In a letter to the Washington Post_ September 25, 1976, as reported in
REPORT ON EDUCATION RESEARCH of October 6, 1976, NIE Direetor Harold
Hodgkinson and Education Statistician Marie Eiridge noted that:

...1975-76 SAT scores show no decline in mathematics and the smallest
decline (3 points) in five years in verbal skills;

...The Iowa Testing Pregtem (a teSting program whose results tended to
follow the same decline trends as the SAT) reports increases in all
subject scores for most grade levels and greatly reduced declines
for 7th and 8th grades;

...The National Assessment of Educational Progress. (NAEP) indicates
a rise in the baSic reading skill scores of iT year olds over Pre7

vious assessment;

...A general increase in scores:can be seen in,the Graduate Records
Exam, Also the California Assessment Program, which since its
beginnings in 1969 had indicated a decline in test scorea Similar
to that on other tests, particularly for high school seniors, showed

improved scores over 1974-75 in all grade levels tested in all'sub-
jects tested (1).

Not all testing program results followed the general score decline.
In "The Marrow of Achievement Test Score Declines" (2), Harnischfeger
and Wiley list some seven tests or testing programs all or parts of
which showed decline trends; four tests or levels of.tests which showed
no trends; and five tests or sub-tests which showed increasing trends.
Of the latter nine, five were tests of basic skills at grade 4 or under.
Other counter-indications of significant declining achievement include

the study by Farr, et al (3) which analyzed longitudinal studies of
reading achievement, and concluded that "the gradual'improvement in
reading competency over the four decades prior to 1965 may have
lessened or halted; andlinally over the last r.en years there may
have been a very slight decline in reading achievement." However,

the =authors go onto say, "Of all our hesitant interpretations, we

feel least certain aboUt the lasi'one.- We are 'COnVihded-thaf-anyone
who says that he knows that literacy is decreasing is ignoring the data.

Such a person is at best unscholarly and at worst dishonest." Also,

Flanagan and Jung (4), using Project Talent data, found a slight in-

crease in the reading scores of high school students during the same

period as college admissions scores were declining.

6
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Readers who are interested in examining the background and data of the-
test score decline question would be interested in either (or both) of
two documents:

kicnievement Test Score Decline: Do We Need (5) (See (2)
for a shorter version of this report) by Harnischfeger and Wiley of
CEMREL, Inc. This study, supported by a Ford Foundation grant, provides
a comprehensive review of the data and some of the various hypotheses
which might be put forth to explain the apparent decline. While trying
hard to avoid arriving at any conclusions about which hypothesis ex-
presses the "truth", the authors' position might best be exemplified
by their statement that "Our analysis serves mostly to point towards
some possibly productive research areas, giving priority to areas which
are pore easily mnagahle_politically (emphasis added). These are more
commonly located within the school context." Their primary recommenda-
tion Is for more research. (Incidentally, if you are afraid of the
score decline, don't let your opponents get hold of the graphs in this
volume. They are scaled in such a way as to make the declines look a
bit like market values in 1929!)

De. Admissions Test Sco-_s by L. A. Munday (6). Although pri-
manly concerned with investigating hypostheses which might explain the
decline in college admissions test scoring (that is, the SAT referred
to previously and the American College Tests (ACT), the author does
review data from other testing programs, and provides analysis of other
related data. He concludes that the best explanation for declines are
changes in the population taking the test and changes in high school
curricula.

An article briefer than these two describing the situation relative to
the SAT is "The SAT Score Dec ine: Facts, Figures, and Emotions" by
Wm. Harris (7).

We should also note that the June and July, 1976 editions of the peri-
odical, Educational.Techaelagy were devoted in large part to articles
related in one way or another to the phenomena of test score decline.
Although many of the articles in these two editions cast more light on
an author's predelictions about what-is wTong with American education
than on the question of the reality and/or eignificance of the apparent
decline, the publishers of the magazine deserve congratulations for
providing.us_with.a comprehensive lookat the problem and various
opinions about it

One of the overriding problems in attempting to analyze test score
trends, particularly on a national level, is in determining or estima-

.ting_what_constitutes_a significant_rise.or_deeline_in_aggregated:test._
scores.-- I-am,not-referring:heretostatisticalyzignificance,,which
relates primarily to the probability of whether a givenscore change is
due to chance or SOM oLher factor, but to-significance in ,terma of
whether a liven change in test scores indicates that students are more
or less able, in the "real" world, to use the skills and knowledge
measurec1,by-the-instruments, The SAT an&ACT college admissions tests
have.Continued to be good predictors of College success,partionlarlY



when combined with other data such as high school grades, according to
studies conducted by their producers and cooperating colleges (8).
However, it is unclear whether this predictive success is based on
relative scores (i.e. where a given student's score was relative to
ethers who took the test) or absolute (=.e. some specific and constant
range of scores were predictive of success, and scores outside of that
range indicated less chance of success). Just to complicate the situa-
tion, college grades themselves can't be used as a constant measure of
college achievement. Ferguson and Maxey (9) found that both high school
and college grades are rising, most likely due to increased leniency in
grading practices. (This trend, at least at the college level, seems
to be reversing according to the Chronicle of Higher Education,
September 7, 1976.) There seem to be no objective measures of achieve-
ment at the college level, so it is extremely difficult to determine
whether declining achievement measures taken at the upper high school
level are mirrored (or contradicted) by declining achievement at later
stages of education. Harnischfeger and Wiley (5) allude to this problem
of the significance of test score declines in terms of student learning.
They recommend analysis of test content and measurement scales so as to
make more exact determinations of what skills and knowledge are being
measured.

There is, of course, considerable opinion that calls into question the
use of aptitude and achievement tests in-the first place. ;There is a

great deal of writing concerning the abuse of testing techn4ogy which
will not be reviewed here (10). However, the,educational significance
of test scores seems to be intimately_tied to:the objectives of edu-
cational programs. -Rippey,.(11), for example, while implying that he
accepts the test score decline trend as teal, presents the:-hypothesis
that a major causative factor is that "schooling currently:suffers
from a confusion of aims" and challenges the reader'to trY-to reach
:agreement on the aims of schooling through high sdhool with some of
his/her friends (and he doesn't even mention enemies!). Kapfer, Kapfer

and Woodruss -(12) refer to analyzers ofthe test score decline as "ax

grinders" or "data grinders" based on these:authors' position:that the
tests are measuring "in7school" success, whereas important educational
objectives refer to "in-life" success, and the two are not the sate.
Heath, in a presentation to the annual meeting of the Edueational Records
Bureau (as reported in Education USALNovember 8, 1976), gavel:rhe results

of his study of several hundred young men at, ages IT:and 34. His con7
elusions are that=standardized, tests measnre only a small part Of the

traits related to success as adults. The important traits hie,found

were such:things as interpersonal:skills,:vocational,adaptability,
_intellectual curiosity, logical thinking, and the ability to analyze
problems, none of which are measureddirectly by the cotmonly Used tests-.
In any ease, it seems very reasonableto assume that unless one-accepts:
as amajor aim or goalof,education in particular or leditningingeneraI7 -7-

a continual rise or constant state in aggregated Standardized test score's,

then the question of the match between instructional objectives and, what

is tested by the tests seems to be one that deserVes considerably more
attention. It; is perhapsnot coincidental that the trends on:most.of
the tests whose scoring trends are analyzed:in thejiterature indicate

#lat scores in Science and Mathematics do not have the same severity



of decline (and in fact in some cases do not decline) as those of
Reading (beyond the basic skillS) and Social Science. Those of us who
have attempted to develop program objectives for-high schools will
remember the relative ease with which one can develop acceptable ob-
jectives for the former two subjects, and the difficulty of arriving
at any sort of concensus, or any high degree of specificity, when
considering the latter two.

order to examine various aspects of the subject in question, we
will borrow a practice from the literature, and look at four general
areas from which explanations concerning test score declines may come;
that is, changes in the test themselves, changes in thepopulation(s)
taking the test, changes in the school context in which edueation takes
place, and changes inithe social eontext_in general...4Even this approach
to looking for explantions has to be taken with a grain of salt,- since
it may predispose those examining the problem to go in pne direetion
over another, or.to ignore somsareas altogether. For example, this
author could find no Mention in the various writingsreviewed of:the-
possibility that the statistical assumptions and tedhniques 'used in-
scaling and norming (and resealing and renorming) tests or 'in analyzing
datafrom the tests, might bear reexamination. _Net a whole loris said,
either, about the interactions aMong potential explanatory factors.
However, since this is a review, and not an attemprat original research,
we will use the scheme used bya large part of the literature.

CHANGES IN THE TESTS THEMSELVES:

This is the least popular area for develaping hypotheses concerning the
test decline. The major test publishers invalved, The College Entrande
Examination Board (CEEB) and American'College Testing programs (ACT),
have resealed and renormed their tests-a number of tines during the
period of "rise and decline", and claimrhat these aetiVities have not
contributed significantly to changes in scores, and ih fact,jn some
cases, should have had the effect of raising them (see Munday'_(6) and
Harris (7) ). Harnischfeger and Wiley (2,5), having examined d number
of these renorming studies, agree witb this claim. That there have
been no changes in the tests which are significant enough to explain, the
,general test score decline seema to be a generally accepted position,
albeit one which is primarily supported by evidence gathered by the
test publishers themselves. _This reviewer could find but one sthdr'which
at least by implication,might throw same doubt on this conclusion. Kenneth
Lowry of the Mt. Diablo (California) School District, (13) administered-
the same form of the Progressive Achievement Test, This test was homed
and widely used during the period 1930-50 to a stratified random:sample
(on the base of Soeio-Economie Status),of 6th and Iltkgrade students,
and=the_reaUlt$_Were_eomPared to_the__norms
behold, the contemporary.students performed as well as:(in'lhet,:slightly
better than) the norms indicated they should, in-apite of7rhe;facrthat
the retention rate in school currently is as mueh AS 50% higher:than it
Was during the norming period, a fact which should depreaS:seares., (Re-
tention rate statistics:are included in varioweditioneef Other the
Encyclopedia of Educational Research or the Statistical:Abstract-of the'



USA). Granted this study is not conclusive. Mt._Diablo may be an

unusually effective sehool system, and unfertunately there is no longi-

tudinal data on (renormed) versions of the same test to see whether its

results would have followed the same downward trends as other tests,

but it is thought-provoking.

One other aspect of the tests would seem te deserve more consideration

than it appears to have been given by various authors--the relationship

among the various tests themselves. Its publisher takes a strong posi-

tion that the SAT is an aptitude test, while other tests whose scores

are included in the score decline discussion are described as achievement

tests. Harnischfeger and Wiley (5) make note of this problem, but de-

cline to "delve into" it. They "simply acknowledge that the widely
used (standardized) tests are focusing on cognitive areas of human

performance", and refer to Cronbach's distinction between aptitude tests
and achievement tests as being dependent upon the use of the test

data (14). However, this distinction has its limitations, and it might

be enlightening to educators and others if, before making assumptions

about the unitary nature of the test score decline, more attention might

be paid to investigating whether the tests involved are focusing on the

same "cognitive areas of human performance."

CHANGES iv THE POPULATION TAKING THE TESTS:

Harnischfeger and Wiley (5) tend to find themselves alone in dismissing

changes in the population taking the test as being a potent source of

explanation for the decline. They de point eut_that the vastly greater
retention rate in school over the past few decides could provide part

of such an explanation, but reject it as a major eause, in part-because,

although the inctease in school retention tended to level off in the

late sixties, test scores continued to decline. On the other hand, the

publishers of both the SAT and the ACT (the score trends of which tend

to be the primary data used to-demonstrate test score decline) both

find changes in test peOulation as being a highly probable explanation

for the phenomena. Cleary -(15) in a paper developed for CEEB provides

data to_support this hypothesis. William Angeff-, Executive Direetor

of College Board!, Program, (the parent agency of the CEEB), while

asserting the conviction the'complex interaction: of factors is respon-

sible for the score decline, -stated that (based- oh their Studies) I.'we

believe that the decline is idiosyncratic to the changinenature of

the SAT populationn(l6). Munday (6) reviews much the same data:as the

other authors cited above, and arrives at the tentative'concluaion that

changeain population of test takers provides a major explanation for

score decline, along with a lower level cif preparation. To quote rwo

of his salient points: "There 1.6 evidence that today we have a different

grOup of -people tomiting coliegeTadatissions-tests. -As-:contrasted:

several years ago, today there ate more low scoring ACT7tested students

and about 014 -same number-of high scering: students.: !fatty of these low

scering students are women. In fact, there has been considerabledecline

in ACT score averages for women, with less deeline for men. 'At the same

time more women are writing the ACT tests. These women, in-turn, are

attending 2-year colleges. This suggeSts that at least some of the ACT

6
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test score-decline could be due to different people taking,the.test
today in comprison with several.years=ago." '"The decline:in ACT
scores would,seem to be atttibUtable at some titles to different people
taking the tests, and at other times tothe test takers beinglesa'well
prepared." These conclusions seem t be supported bythe. faottthat
.during a petiod..Of tremendoua growth in the number of atUdents4n both
public schools and colleges, the number of persens sitting lor the SAT
and ACT deelinecL Futther, none .of the pepulations who tookor take)
these teats can be said to be randowsamples of any ether larger
population.

It is very difficult to resist the temptation to be picky with those
who have written about the test score decline. However, the literature
seems to this reviewer to be so lull of what may appear to be minor
discrepancies, that one sometimes gets the feeling (hopefully false)
that at least in part the claimed size of the phenomena may be over-
stepping the data. This is as good a timeas any to offer some
examples, just to give the reader a flavor of the literature. My
apologies to the writers selected; they are certainly not alone.
Munday (6, page 8) says "The downward year to year trend in adMissions
test score averages is fully documented." And yet his own data on
ACT composite scores presented on page 1 of the same document show
that (1) out of the ten years reported (1964-74) there were 4 years,in
which the composite score average waehigher than the previous year,
and (2) almost all of the total decline from the high point (1964-65)
to the low point (1974) is accounted for by declines occurring in only
two years. This does not sound like a "downward year to year trend",
and some explanation might have been helpful. 0n page 56 of Harnischfeger
and Wiley (5) we find: "ITBS data from the State of Iowa are perhaps
more valuable than National data for the aesessmnt of score declines
as the demographic composition of the test taking populations is ex-
tremely stable and constitutes the vast majority of Iowa pupils." ,If
this is meant to imply that the Iowa data is somehow representatfie of
national data, it seems worth explaining why an extremely stable popu-
lation would be representative during a period when the national
population of school children, with its vast increase in numbers,
increased rate of transience, increased rate of retention, etc. could
very easily be described as highly uns able.

HANGES IN THE SCHOOL:

Hypotheses about what s wrong with American education .have been, and I
guess alwayS will be, a dime a dozen, whether their, stimulus is declining
test scores, satellites, or student radicals. It seemsto :me: that,
critics of educational practice were as rampant in the late fifties
and early sixties as at any other time and that wie a period,of.rising
test scores. 'However, several of th'e7 authors cited- above,.while ;men-
ioning the more common complaints and moVemente, ,do attempt:to 'limit

their diagnosis or hypothesis-making to areas in'which some*-data-is'
=available, such as school attendance, length of inatruction, and cur-
ricular change. The latter area.draws:the mopt,atterificin,. Gertler and
Barker (ln provide data which indicate that.high-schotil'currg.cUlumr:'- -
'offerings and enrollments hava.tended to change;_primarilY awai'fiem a



common offering of "core" or general courses toward more "elective" or

specialized courses. Unfortunately, there are many who want to imply
that the coincidence of declining college admissions test scores with
changes in high school curricula means that the curricular changes
were "bad" and should be eliminated. This leap of logic makes the
tests sacrosanct (and who is to say that if the tests more closely
mirrored current high school curricula they wouldn't be better predic-
tors of college success?) and assumes that "success in college" (and
the college curricula itself) is a constant measure, and has been for
the past 10-20 years. Ferguson and Maxey (9) and Rever and Kojaku (I
both document, analyze and discuss the data which indicate that while
test scores have been declining, high school and college grades have
been rising. The latter phenomena is generally assigned to more
lenient grading policies, but no evidence is produced (probably
because it doesn't exist) which would allow us to compare how college
students today achieve relative to college students at other times.
Also, explanations by way of high school curricular change don't get
us far in explaining declines in test scores at other educational levels.

A major question arises as to the degree to which it is appropriate to
use test scores of the types under discussion (such as the-SAT or ACT)
for the purposes of evaluating school programs, particularly high school
programs. In an article entitled "Questions You Asked About Testing
and Admdssions" (author not noted) in the ATP News (a publication of
CEEB) (19), it is stated that "the SAT was not designed to be a measure
of the effectiveness of education in the high 'schools. It was designed
to measure the kinds of abilities that generally develop very slowly
over the student's entire academic life. These abilities are heavily
dependent on learning experiences outside'the classroom as well as on
learning experiences within the classroom." In the same issue, Sidney
Marland, President of the College Board, goes one step further, 1saying
that (the SAT) "---was not designed as a measure of school performance
and should not be used that way. To single out the schools as being
responsible for the decline is unwarranted, unfair, and scientifically
unfounded." This position is also taken by Wm. Barris of the CEEB
staff in a good overview of the SAT (7). Not te do so, of course, is

almost beyond human capabilities. As one example, in the same edition
of ATP News as that cited above, Fred A. Hargadon, Dean of Admissions
at Stanford University, is quoted as follows:

"---they (the College Boards) provide
to view the grades,and the quality of
30,000 secondary schools." Of eourse
who take what Dr. Matland seeMe to be
approach:to the problem.

a general backdrop against which
academie.programs.of the nearly
thedean is but one:among many

Saying:is an "unscientific"

TO-use-large -national-aggregations- of-test scores-as a means-to-say
something about the American Educational System,'of qourse, Must be
based on the assumption that things oCcur 'in this "system" in a rela
tively simultaneous and integrated manner.' That this may not-bi a
wholly defensible' assumption will be obvious to those who are familiar

with American education. Munday (6) does refer to data which indicates
that there have been Stateg which use the ACT 'but in which declines
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have not occurred, although he arrives at the conclusion that declining
test scores are a national phenomena. Are educational programs sig-
nificantly different in those States than in other parts of the nation?
This would seem to be a fruitful area for investigation. Just td
confuse the issue (if it isn't confused enough), King and Hieronymus
(20) provide data which indicate that test scores at intermediate
levels in Canada have declined in much the same pattern as many in
the U.S. Are Canadian and U.S. schools part of the same system?

-

It should also be noted that if college admissions tests measure to
some dEgree the sum of learning over an entire academic career, then
one must question their use in evaluating high school programs alone.
If one wants to make the assumption that these tests do make some -

sort of measure of decline in learning, then it is not unreasonable
to say that the decline began sometime in the middle or late fifties,
when the students whose admissions tests scores began to decline in
the early or mid-sixties were getting their basic-education. -Do
tests scores show a decline in elementary education prior:to the
decline in admissions test scores? The literature would not seem_
to indicate that this was the case; in fact, in many cases, the
opposite would seem to be true.

Try this on for'siae...1Uyou actept national averages oftest scores
as a direct indication of guality-of edueational:prograMS;jou-Should
also accept (basedlon the data) that-students who were in 'college
during the mid-sixties were better educated than those in p011ege-in
the latelifties! Theaccepitance_orrejections-of thatpositicim:
probably depends more On your political Orientation thaWon any
hard data.

Lest all of the above should give the impression that this writer
takes the:position that decliningtest:scores haVe nothing to do with
achools, let me say,that I personally think they do, but only to the
degree of providing one more motivation to make a serions and-con-
tinuing assessment of theschools for which you ahare aomeresponsi
bility. Declines(or rises) in test !cores op a national basis do/.
not (and cannot) in themselves day much about what is going on ir(-a
particular school setting, althoughthey make good fodder for,Writers,
politicians,-and reSearchers.

CHANGES IN SOCIAL CONTEXT:

Tractically everything which has changed in the past 20 years has
been referred toone way or another, as at least a partial-contri-
butor to the apparent test score decline.- -Thomas-(21), for example;

...providesa_tongue7in7eheek_method for_imakingilse_df this
Sapone and Giuliano (22) list some 19 social phenomena which might
be contributors. However, th iifficulty of providing hard data,
and of buildingsome direct'reiationships between these phenomena
and test scores; seem for most authors to Make them less Ett-ractive
than school-oriented explanations.:'There are aome-rather_unexpected
areas of inquiry, however, which should be mentioned.-Zajonc(23)
=provides demographic data which relates birth order=and familyvaize
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to intellec ual abilityi Oneof the most interesting aspeots of th s
data is that it is explanatory;toi both the_rise and the decline of
test scores, and as suchis thronly piece of literature-this reviewer
could find,which attelkited to do so.

It is interesting in_a-negative way that little mention was found,
among all the.social.Context explanations, of changes in-language
and in standards of language in the society as a whole. There are
those of us who reihember when a fair number of people could get excited
over some example of-amproper uhage in an advertisement!

In summaryi I have reviewed at least some of the litetature concerning
the phenomena of standardized test score decline._ The phenomena:
consists of the results of disparate tepts both in Ourpose:andCon-
tentadministered to non-randomized samOles. of,atudentsj,in A variety_
of manner of administration, being:Used to measure eithet educatiOnali
programs orrnocietyas whole (or.both) withoutthe,benefitUf any
explicit standatd, objective, or criteria. All in all,,it4s appallingc
research designrfrom any-standpoint.: Surely lodal educatornnad-comL
munities can,develop-better-ways to assess local nchools pr to
determine national edUcational policy.
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